PAOLO FRESU & ROBERTO CIPELLI
Paolo Fresu: trumpet, flügelhorn, efx – Roberto Cipelli: piano
The artistic encounter between Paolo Fresu and Roberto Cipelli is the first result of a great
friendship that has bound the two artists since the 1980s.
It is useless to recount the thousands of common experiences, not only within the Paolo
Fresu Quintet that Fresu first of all always tells as his most historical and alive musical
experience.
The concert of this duo tells of the artistic touch of two real "musts" in the history of
contemporary jazz. The repertoire can really vary depending on the mood, the place where
the concert is hosted and the weather.
Classical music, jazz, Italian and international pop, English rock and Portuguese rap
combined with Monteverdi, Händel and everything that has passed under the bridges of
musical art since the first meeting of the two in the early years of the Seminars of Siena
Jazz, which saw them both passionate students at the time, to the hundreds of concerts that
have seen them together over time in virtually every latitude of the planet.
"Never fought... but "zingarate" in common unspeakable and extraordinarily impossible
to enumerate!" So sentences the pianist from Cremona to the question about the duo.
We do not think anything else is needed to tell the extraordinary simplicity and
communicative capacity of this project finally documented also on the recent "L'equilibrio
di Nash" published for the trumpeter's Tǔk Music (see reviews at the link:
http://www.tukmusic.com/it/press/l-equilibrio-di-nash/ ).
Roberto Cipelli

He approached jazz in 1975 when, with guitarist Riccardo Bianchi, he founded the "Quartetto Jazz Cremona".
He studied under the guidance of Franco D'Andrea.
In 1982 he met the trumpeter Paolo Fresu with whom he founded a quintet that is still active today after thirtyfive years of intense activity around the world and unanimously considered by critics as one of the most
interesting jazz groups of the last generation.
With different formations, some of which see him as a leader, has to his credit more than nine hundred concerts
and over eighty recordings.
He has collaborated and collaborates with many of the most representative Italian and foreign musicians and
He has an extensive experience in the field of teaching: he has taught at CPM (Centro Professione Musica) in
Milan, he has held the chair of Jazz at the Music Institute "C. Monteverdi" in Cremona, he has taught
performance practice, ensemble music and improvisation technique at the Conservatory of Brescia, he has
directed the Jazz Seminars in Nuoro for three years and since 2007 he has held the chair of Jazz Piano at the
Conservatory "Bonporti" in Trento.
The next past is Kosmopolites, a record released by Blue Note under the name of Paolo Fresu Quintet, entirely
dedicated to Roberto's music, the Ferré project with the late Gianmaria Testa, whose album "F." was published
and taken on tour in Italy, France, Switzerland, Germany and Canada. Then Billy Drummond, Sheila Jordan
and Attilio Zanchi, in a collaboration that has reached absolute levels of artistic, emotional and human
understanding and that continues to this day. In December 2009 he recorded a solo piano album for Blue Serge
entitled "Stilita". In addition to the Fresu Quintet that continues its journey, and the Trio It, there is the recent
collaboration with Ornella Vanoni in the acoustic project "Free Soul".

Paolo Fresu
The village marching band and the most important international awards, the Sardinian countryside and the
albums, discovering jazz and his many collaborations, his love of small things and Paris. There are not many
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people capable of putting together such a diverse array of elements and turn it into such an incredible and fast
stylistic growth.
Paolo Fresu succeeded in a country like Italy where, for too long, jazz was famous just like Shakespeare or
Matisse paintings, Armstrong was little more than a freak show and Miles Davis was acknowledged well after
his creative peak. The magic lies in the spontaneous way in which he managed to convey the deepest meanings
and magic of his native land with the most precious of the arts. At this stage of his successful and long career
there is no need to list recordings, awards and experiences that have made Fresu an international star, his
music loved by many. Inside his trumpet sound runs the sap that has illuminated the European jazz nouvelle
vague, the depth of a thought that doesn’t limit itself to music, his generosity that sees him in the right place
at the right time and most of all the unending passion that always leads him.
Being an omnivorous artist Paolo is currently busy on many projects. Apart from a literary side which has
brought some very interesting works and being honored with the important honoris causa degree in Social
Psychology at Università Bicocca of Milano, Italy in 2013, nowadays Fresu is working with his historical
quintet which has been together for 35 years of full activity and reciprocal understanding, his Devil quartet,
which follows on the success of the Angel quartet that gave Paolo early international exposure some 15 years
ago or his new trio with two young lions of contemporary national jazz such as Dino Rubino and Marco
Bardoscia..
His contemporary collaborations are also increasing. Some of these include the duo with Uri Caine, teaming
up with Carla Bley and Steve Swallow and the successful meeting with Ralph Towner which started Paolo
relationship with ECM. ECM released the wonderful album Mistico Mediterraneo with Daniele Di Bonaventura
and the polyphonic Corsican choir A Filetta and the duo record with Di Bonaventura (In Maggiore) that live
can also become a trio with the collaboration with the famous Brazilian cellist Jaques Morelenbaum.
His present time sees him active, in a more foreign perspective, in a trio with Richard Galliano and the Swedish
pianist Jan Lundgren ("Mare Nostrum") and in several new adventures with important names of the
contemporary jazz entourage such as Omar Sosa, Trilok Gurtu, Gianluca Petrella and - again - with Lars
Danielsson, Eivind Aarset, Chano Dominguez, Oren Marshall or Arild Andersen. Interesting are then the
projects with some big names of the Italian literary and theatrical world (Ascanio Celestini, Lella Costa, Stefano
Benni, Alessandro Bergonzoni, Giuseppe Battiston), the frequentation of the theatrical world itself as first
interpreter thanks to the works produced by the Teatro Stabile di Bolzano among which the great success of
the play "Tempo di Chet" (dedicated to Chat Baker) as well as, finally, a new series of small but important
collaborations with the "intelligent" music of the Italian popular bangs or electronics. Music for Cinema and
"special projects" such as his extraordinary theatrical "a solo" close the circle together with the little big and
crazy adventure that led him to celebrate in 2011 his 50th birthday with 50 concerts, in 50 consecutive days,
with 50 different formations and projects from day to day in 50 masterpieces of his Sardinian landscape. Not
to be outdone also the beautiful project dedicated to his important 60th birthday, thanks to Bologna that has
become, like Paris, one of his places of reference. There are also some interesting collaborations with some
great names of the Italian theatre and literature world (Ascanio Celestini, Lella Costa, Stefano Benni,
Alessandro Bergonzoni) besides a new small series of collaborations with the ‘intelligent’ part of Italian popular
music. Music for cinema, and special projects like his “a solo” (trumpet solo and electronics) that mesmerized
3000 people at the Rome Auditorium or the Metastasio Theatre in Prato, all of this with the crazy great
adventure that brought Paolo in 2001 to celebrate his 50th birthday performing 50 concerts in 50 consecutive
days, each with a different line up and each with a different beautiful Sardinian landscape as backdrop.
It would be a mistake to neglect the attention towards the classical music world that is generating nice
surprises with works that involve orchestral ensemble that manage to look forward and heroes of the avantgarde or also Paolo’s new challenge to promote young lions of contemporary jazz through the possibilities
offered them by the new label Tǔk Music, founded to look to the future. In 2020 Tǔk celebrated his important
10th birthday.
Discover Paolo Fresu's official Youtube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL59WzwyjYD758WMzs0O8Jnd4EJXD5G8is
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